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Google AdWords Keyword Planner for Domain Name Investors
Watch the full video at:
http://www.domainsherpa.com/google-adwords-keyword-planner/
The Google Adwords Keyword Tool is dead. Long live the Google Keyword
Planner. This DomainSherpa tutorial walks you through the new Google
Keyword Planner, shows you how to find most of the same information as
the Google Adwords Keyword Tool provided, and what the differences are
between the two. This tutorial also shows you how to use the Google
Keyword Planner tool for SEO and domain name purposes.
I have three short sponsor messages before we get into today's show.
First, if you have a great domain name and nothing to show when people
visit, you're missing out on potential advertising revenue, leads, and
partnership opportunities. NicheWebsites.com can build you a site quickly
with a price option to suit any need — but as their tagline says, they don't just
build websites, they build businesses.
Second, if you're buying or selling a domain name or portfolio and you want
an estimate of it's value, Estibot.com is the place to go. Just like you'd visit
Zillow.com to get an estimate of a house value, Estibot.com provides key
information about the most important statistics so you can make an informed
decision based on data.
Finally, DNX.com is a domain name exchange that uses a reverse auction
platform to provide fair market prices for quality domain names that are
manually filtered by an experienced broker. At DNX.com, domain name
prices drop until someone decides the price is right; but don't wait too long or
a domain you love might be purchased by someone else.
All three sponsors have a clickable banner in the upper right hand corner of
DomainSherpa.com.
Here's your program.
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Michael Cyger: Hi everyone, I'm Michael Cyger, publisher of
DomainSherpa.com.
Domain name investors and companies love exact match domain names -those are domains that exactly match the searched keyword phrase of a user.
For example, if you search Google for the keyword phrase “rental cars,” then
RentalCars.com would be the exact-match domain name.
There's a link just below this video to an article about Exact Match Domains
(http://www.domainsherpa.com/exact-match-domains/) that describes why
they are so valuable, and why companies like Amazon.com owns
Diapers.com and Clothes.com, and Dell owns CloudComputing.com.
The questions we're going to answer on today's show is this: how often is a
keyword phrase like "rental cars" searched per month -- and -- is it worth
buying the exact match domain in that case?
If a word or phrase has a high search volume -- meaning people often search
for that word or phrase -- and you can build a website that ranks at the top of
search engines, then it could receive a lot of traffic and has the potential to
make a lot of money.
But if nobody ever searches for that word or phrase, then it could be a waste
of time to buy the domain name and build a website.
As a result, domain names that have a lot of search volume can command a
higher sales price. And, if you're looking at domain names that are dropping,
in auction or for sale, you'll want to know what the search volume is and
approximately how much advertisers are paying to associate their pay-perclick ad in those search results.
So let's get into it.
The first thing you'll want to do is go to a search engine and type in Google
Adwords Keyword Planner. Or, click on the URL below to go to
adwords.google.com/keywordplanner.
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If you don't have an AdWords advertising account on Google, it will prompt
you to sign in or create an account. This is a free account sign up, and you're
under no obligation to enter a credit card for payment or buy any
advertisements. Just follow the steps to complete the process.
If you already have a Gmail email account or use Google Apps for your
company, you can sign in with your email address and password.
After signing in, you'll come to a screen that says "Keyword Planner", "Plan
your next search campaign", "What would you like to do?" and there will be
three options:
1. Search for keyword and ad group ideas
2. Enter or upload keywords to see how they perform
3. Multiply keyword lists
If you're brought to any Adwords section besides the Keyword Planner
section, just click "Tools and Analysis" and then "Keyword Planner".
You'll want to click on the first option, "Search for keyword and ad group
ideas".
Then you'll want to type your word or phrase into the "Your product or
service" box.
Let's say that rentalcar.com is in auction, but we're not sure if it's the best
keyword phrase. Should it be rentalcar.com (singular) or rentalcars.com
(plural)? Which is searched more often? And are there any advertisers paying
to have their ads shown in this search result?
So I'm going to enter both rental car and rental cars. You can enter then one
per line, both on the same line separated by a comma. We're not going to use
"Your landing page" or "Your product category" as this allows us to target
our advertisement differently, and we're not using the Keyword Planner tool
for this purpose.
Under "Targeting" it defaults to United States for me, but if you're signing in
from another country it may default to your country. If you want to target
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another country, like if you live in Europe but want to sell a domain name to
Americans, or you live in India to offer a product to residents of China, you
can remove the United States and add other countries of interest.
The "Customize your search" section is also for buying Adwords advertising
campaigns, so you don't need to be concerned with this section.
When you press the "Get ideas" button at the bottom, the system will go to
work. When the results display you'll see a left-hand column that looks
similar to the customization options on the previous screen. In the main
column, there are two tabs: "Ad group ideas" and "Keyword ideas". The "Ad
group ideas" are mainly for getting more ideas about keyword phrases to
associate with an Adwords campaign -- remember, Google is thinking about
how it can encourage you to advertise using more than just the keywords you
enter, and that is why you get these Adwords suggestions. But we're just
looking for search statistics, so you'll want to press the "Keyword ideas" tab".
When the screen reloads, the two phrases you typed in will be presented at
the top of the list. In the case of rental car versus rental cars, we can see
"average monthly searches" are 60,500 for the singular, rental car, and
368,000 for the plural, rental cars. This is the average number of times people
have searched for this exact keyword phrase based on the targeting settings
that you've selected. So, from a search volume standpoint only, the plural
domain name, rentalcars.com appears to be more valuable.
In the "Avg. monthly searches" column, you'll also see an icon that looks like
a graph. Hovering your mouse over this icon will expand the picture and
show you the trend over the past 12 months, giving you insight into trends
and seasonality.
There are two more columns that you'll want to pay attention to. The first is
"Competition" and the second is "average CPC" or cost-per-click for
advertisers who choose to run a campaign for this keyword phrase. In the
case of rental car and rental cars, both are rated "high" for competition,
meaning the number of advertisers that show on these keywords is much
higher relative to all keywords across Google Adwords.
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The "average CPC" column shows $2.10 for rental car and $2.64 for rental
cars. For each keyword phrase the average cost-per-click is calculated is
across all ad positions. So if you want position 1, you're likely to pay more
than position 5 or 10, but it's not a straight pay more and rank higher...Google
uses an algorithm and if your advertisement has a low quality score, you may
have to pay even more to have it rank higher.
Now, if you wanted to remove the "United States" from targeting and add
"India" for instance, you'll click on "United States", then remove, then in the
"Enter a location to target" box you'll type in India and select it. Then just
click the main window and the page will refresh.
In this case, we can see that -- in India -- the phrase rental car is searched 170
times per month, while rental cars is searched 480 times per month. And the
competition is still high, but the average cost-per-click of advertises is
Let me reset the targeting back to the United States.
Down below the keyword phrases you entered are related keyword phrases.
This might give you some ideas about other domain names to pursue. They're
sorted by relevance by default, but if you wanted to reorder them by average
monthly searches, just click on the header and it will be set from high to low.
(Clicking again will present them from low to high.)
This is interesting because while you thought rental cars was the killer phrase
at 368,000, you now discover that car rental has even higher search volume
of 450,000. So, if you wanted to pick a generic name for your company or
were looking for the industry-defining domain name for investment, you
know can see that -- at least according to the Google Keyword Planner -- that
car rental has more search volume and the highest average cost-per-click of
any related keyword phrase.
Another useful tool is the "Keyword filters" section. Let's say that you're
looking for domain names that have a popular keyword phrase but not as
popular as car rental. Maybe it's been overlooked by investors so far. Just
click on "keyword filters", select monthly search volume less than 50,000,
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and high competition. Then click into the main area to refresh the results, and
click on the "Avg. monthly searches" to order from high to low.
Right at the top is a company brand -- stay away from domain names that use
other company's trademarks as that will open you up to legal issues. The
second one is "car rental coupons", which is searched 33,100 times per month
in the United States, and has an average cost-per-click of $2.01. And if I
could go back in my time machine to 2000, I could be the first to register it. :)
But perhaps you can buy CarRentalCoupons.com from the current registrant,
whereas you're likely never to be able to purchase CarRental.com for any
reasonable amount.
There's one key difference between the old and new tool.
In the old Google Adwords Keyword Tool we used to be able to set the
search type to broad, exact match or phrase. In that tutorial
(http://www.domainsherpa.com/google-adwords-keyword-tool/) I suggested
to change the search type to exact match, but on the new Google Keyword
Planner that option is not available.
In the new Google Keyword Planner, you can only view the average monthly
searches using an exact match. In the right hand column there is an option to
change results to Exact, Broad or Phrase, but this does not apply to search
results and historical data. This match type selection only affects your click
and cost estimates.
If you want a comparison for the Google Keyword Planner tool, just visit
Estibot.com. Without an account, you can check statistics on one domain
name per day. So if I type in car rental, which has a monthly search volume
of 450,000 on Google, we can see it has:
Monthly Searches:
682,000
Cost Per Click: $2.90 USD
Ad Competition: high
Estibot provides this information from across all search engines, so it makes
sense that it has a higher monthly search volume than what the Google
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Keyword Planner provides. It's always good to get as much data as you can
before you invest.
Once you have all the data you need, you can then use The Rosener Equation
to value the keyword-rich domain name, or whatever next step you want to
take.
Although The Google Adwords Keyword Tool is dead, the new Google
Keyword Planner still does everything we need for domain name and SEO
research. Thanks for watching. We'll see you next time.
Watch the full video at:
http://www.domainsherpa.com/google-adwords-keyword-planner/
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